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Both elementary schools are extensively engaged in updates to the curriculum.  A 
summary of the work in each subject is outlined below: 

Mathematics:  In the fall of 2015, the district adopted EnVision 2.0 as it math 
program.  The program emphasizes critical thinking, inquiry, number sense, and 
application of math computation.  Over two summers, teachers participated in 
graduate courses in math instruction to further their understanding of math concepts 
and how best to teach these concepts to young children.   

Reading:  Reading instruction is the focus of professional development for the 2016-2017 
school year.  Teachers at both schools learned of best practices through work with a 
consultant.  “Lab classrooms” at each school provided model classrooms for teachers 
could view these practices first hand as used by their colleagues.  Plans for professional 
development for the 2017-2018 are currently under discussion.   

Writing:  Following a district-wide curriculum review, in 2014, materials from the 
Empowering Writers program were provided to teachers.  The program enhanced 
teacher’s resources to expose students to multiple genres of writing.  The writing process 
itself is strongly embedded in the materials.   

Science:   This year’s district-wide curriculum review focused on a K-12 discussion of 
science instruction.  The district will align instruction to recently finalized state 
standards.  As in the other content areas, the focus is on application of concepts through 
investigation and experimentation.  2017-2018 will be a year of beginning to realign the 
scope and sequence of skills and providing training to teachers.   

Social Studies: Social studies was the focus of the 2015-2016 district-wide curriculum 
review process.  The elementary schools reviewed their current curriculum.   The dated 
state simultaneously began a review of the dated standards.  The district awaits a draft 
of those standards in June to guide the work in the coming years.   

The entire curriculum review cycle is found on the district’s Curriculum and Instruction 
web page.   
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